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ABSTRACT 
This paper provides an exposition of alternative approaches for obtaining maxi- 
mum-likelihood estimators (MLE) for the parameters of a multivariate normal distribu- 
tion under different assumptions about the parameters. A central focus is on two 
general techniques, namely, matrix differentiation and matrix transformations. These 
are systematically applied to derive the MLE of the means under a rank constraint 
and of the covariances when there are missing observations. Derivations using 
induction and inequalities are also included to illustrate alternative methods. Other 
examples, such as a connection with an econometric model, are included. Although 
the paper is primarily expository, some of the proofs are new. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The multivariate normal distribution has served as a central distribution in 
much of multivariate analysis. The statistical goal is to obtain maximum-likeli- 
hood estimators (MLE) for the means and covariances. Particular applications 
often impose a structure or constraints on the parameters that sometimes 
make the maximizations more difficult. 
Alternative techniques have been developed to obtain maximum-likelihood 
estimators. It is important to note that no single method is a panacea that 
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readily provides answers for all models. Certain techniques are designed to 
handle very specific models, and some may be better suited for one problem 
than for another. In this exposition we illustrate two particular approaches, 
namely, (1) differentiation and (2) matrix transformations. This does not 
imply that these methods are the only ones that can be used or that they are 
optimal. However, they are basic techniques and do apply to a wide class of 
models. We include other methods, such as induction and inequalities, to 
show how alternatives can also be used. 
Setting first-order derivatives equal to zero is, of course, a fundamental 
method for finding extremals. When constraints are present, the method of 
Lagrangian multipliers can be used. (If the constraints are complicated, we 
may have to resort to numerical solutions rather than closed-form expressions.) 
In order to deal with extremal problems involving matrix functions, a calculus 
of matrix differentiation has been developed over the years. Two early texts 
that discuss matrix differentiation are by Frazer, Duncan, and Collar [20, 
Chapter 21 and Bodewig [13, Chapter 13. More recently many variants have 
appeared: Dwyer and Macphail [18], Deeper and Olkin [16], Dwyer [17], 
Neudecker [34], McDonald and Swaminathan [31], Tracy and Singh [56], Nel 
[33], Rogers [45], and Graham [24]. 
Because the multivariate normal density is a function of both the trace 
and the determinant of a positive definite matrix, it is sometimes advanta- 
geous to maximize sequentially over the parameters, rather than simulta- 
neously. By so doing, one can choose the second-stage maximization to be 
either over the trace or over the determinant, whichever provides the greater 
simplification. 
Matrix inverses may not exist in models involving rectangular or singular 
matrices. In such instances generalized inverses can be used. Computer 
programs for generalized inverses are now available, so that the computa- 
tional problems are no longer serious. For references on generalized inverses 
see [14], [44], or [12]. 
Models that involve patterns or relationships among the parameters can, 
at times, be resolved by special methods. Anderson [4,5] provides an iterative 
procedure for obtaining the MLE of the covariances when the covariance 
matrix or its inverse is a linear function of other parameters. Powerful general 
methods for dealing with covariances that have a particular algebraic struc- 
ture have been developed by Andersson [6] and Erlandsen [ 191. This structure 
is exemplified by compound symmetry [57] and circular symmetry [38, 371. 
Other papers in the area of patterned matrices include those, for example, of 
Arnold [7, 81 and Szatrowski [50, 511. 
Because the normal distribution can be parametrized to be a member of 
the exponential family, the general theory of exponential families can be 
applied in special cases. For a discussion of the exponential family and the 
specialization to the normal distribution see [9, Chapter 91. 
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A key feature in the use of matrix transformations is that it provides a 
mechanism for reducing a model to a simpler canonical form. This aspect is 
emphasized throughout this paper. 
NOTATION. A matrix A with m rows and n columns is denoted by 
A: m X n; vectors a =(a,,..., a ,) denote row vectors. 0, or o(a i, . . . , a “) 
denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements a i, . . . , a ,,. The determinant 
and trace are denoted ( AJ and tr A, respectively. For a (k + 1) X( k + 1) matrix 
A partitioned A = (Aij), i, j = 1,2, A,, . k x k, Az,: 1 X 1, the Schur comple- 
ments Aii - Ai jA;jlA jl are denoted A ii. j whenever the inverses exist. 
Positive and nonnegative definiteness of A are denoted as A > 0 and 
A > 0, respectively. The real characteristic roots Xi, . . . , X tl of a symmetric 
matrix are ordered hi > . . . > A,. 
Greek letters generally denote parameters; Latin IeLters refer to sample 
values. The MLE of a parameter 8 is often denoted by 8. 
2. ESTIMATING THE COVARIANCES OF A MULTIVARIATE 
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
One of the most basic problems in multivariate analysis is that of finding 
maximum-likelihood estimators of the mean /.L and covariance matrix Z of a 
normal p-variate distribution based on N p-dimensional vector observations 
X1)...,XN. We assume that N > p so that the sample covariance matrix is 
positive definite with probability 1 (given that C is positive definite). By 
sufficiency we can confine ourselves to a consideration of the joint distribu- 
tion of the mean X and the sample covariance matrix 
v=;~(*,-x)~(xa-E). 
1 
(2.1) 
Since X and V are independently distributed, and ? has a normal distribution 
with mean TV and covariance Z/N, it is straightforward to show that X is the 
MLE of CL. The logarithm of the concentrated likelihood is - $pN log2n 
+ $NK, where K, the kernel of the concentrated likelihood, can be written as 
_f(Z;V)= -log(Z(-trZ-‘V. (2.2) 
The problem is to maximize f(Z; V) with respect to positive definite 
matrices Z. Because \I/ = Z _’ is a one-to-one transformation of Z. an 
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equivalent problem is to maximize 
g(*;V)=log]Q]-tr*V 
with respect to positive definite \k. (This is Lemma 3.2.3 of [3].) 
(2.3) 
REMARK. It is somewhat surprising that early reference to the fact that V 
is the MLE of Z is elusive. But the general result is implicit in the work of 
Wilks [59, p. 4761 dealing with likelihood-ratio tests. 
One of the most common methods for finding the MLE of the covariance 
matrix is based on differentiation. We carry out this derivation (Section 2.1) in 
two ways: differentiation with respect to the elements of ): and with respect 
to the elements of ): - ‘. These involve somewhat different arguments. 
A second general technique frequently used is that of matrix transforma- 
tions. Several different transformations can be used, and in Section 2.2 we 
discuss each of the alternatives. 
It is natural in seeking an extremum to try to bound the likelihood, and 
then show that the bound is achieved. Such a method is the essence of Section 
2.3. 
Very often an inductive proof can be used to advantage-in particular, in 
that it may avoid some of the analytic complexities. This method is exhibited 
in Section 2.4. 
The multivariate normal distributions constitute an exponential family of 
distributions and can be given a canonical parametrization. Bamdorff-Nielsen 
[9, Chapter 91 shows that the likelihood function is log concave in that 
parametrization and has a unique maximum. 
2.1. The Method of Differentiation 
To obtain the derivative equations for (2.2) and (2.3) we use differential 
forms. (See the references on matrix differentiation in the Introduction.) 
The needed facts are: 
FACT 1. 
(dZ-‘)= -Zp’(d~)xm’. 
FACT 2. 
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Here Zij is the cofactor of ai j, and aij is Kronecker’s delta. (These equations 
can be thought of as devices to keep account of the partial derivatives.) 
2.1.1. Diffmentiation with Respect to the Elements of X. The function 
f(Z; V) is neither convex nor concave in Z. However, f(Z; V) + - 00 as Z 
approaches the boundary of positive definite matrices, that is, as the smallest 
characteristic root of B approaches zero or as one or more elements increases 
without bound. Therefore, a maximum exists in the set of positive definite 
matrices. The derivative equations (obtained below) have only one solution; 
consequently the maximum is unique. 
Differentiation of f(Z; V) defined by (2.2) yields 
d[f(Z;V)]ij=(2_S;j) -~~~,j+(tr~-LEijT-lV)doij 
i 
=O, 
id j, (2.4) 
where Ei j is a matrix with 1 in the (i, j)th position and 0 elsewhere, and Zij 
is the cofactor of uij. Equation (2.4) can be expressed as a matrix equation 
which has the unique solution 2 = V. 
This approach is discussed by Smith [47] and used in the book by 
Kshirsagar [27]. 
2.1.2. Differentiation with Respect to the Elements of 2”. That 
g(9;V) is strictly concave in ?Fr follows from the linearity of tr \kV and the 
well-known result that log)\k( is concave (see [ll, p. 1281). Since g(*; V) + 
- cc on the boundary of positive definite matrices, a maximum of g( q; V) 
with respect to q exists and is unique. 
Differentiating g(q; V) defined by (2.3) yields 
d[g(‘P;V)]ij=(2_Sij) %d$ij-(trEijV)d$ij ~0, i < j. 
(2.5) 
Equation (2.5) can be expressed quite simply as 
v-‘-v=o, 
which has the unique solution 9 = V - ‘. 
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This approach is used in the books by Anderson [3] (1st ed.), Rao [43], 
and Mar&a, Kent, and Bibby [29]. 
The contrast between the methods of Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 shows that 
although it may be more natural to maximize with respect to the elements of 
C, a considerable simplification is achieved by maximizing with respect to the 
elements of Z - r. 
2.2. The Method of Matrix Transformations 
The functions f(Z; V) and g(\k; V) can be written in a canonical form. 
For any factorization V = CC’, where C is a square nonsingular matrix, let 
~=c-‘~c’-‘, 9=cw2. (2.6) 
Then (2.2) and (2.3) become 
f(Z; V) = -log(V]-log(z(-trz r, 
g(*;v)= -log(V]+log]\?l(-tr+ 
Since C is known, maximization with respect to 2 or * is equivalent to 
maximization with respect to Z or ‘k, respectively. Further, the term - log 1 V 1 
is a constant, so that we need only consider 
f(E;Z)= -log(ZJ-trZ_‘, (2.7) 
g(\k;Z)=log]\Ir)-tr* (2.8) 
as our starting points. (For simplicity of notation we omit the tildes.) 
A variety of representations for a p X p symmetric matrix can be used. 
Three factorizations that are well known and often used are the following. 
FACT 3. Zf H > 0, then there exists a unique lower (or alternatively 
upper) triangular matrix T = ( tij) such that H = TT’, where tij > 0, i = 
1 >...> p. 
The elements tij of T are called rectangular coordinates in the statistical 
literature and were introduced from a geometric perspective by Mahalanobis, 
Bose, and Roy [28]. Rectangular coordinates were used earlier by Bartlett 
[lo]. The factorization was given by Toeplitz [55] and in an equivalent form 
by Schmidt [46]. 
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FACT 4. ZfH>O, thenH=DRD, whereD=D(fi,...,,&& hii> 
0, i=l,..., p, and R is a correlation matrix (that is, R is positive definite 
with unit diagonal elements). 
FACT 5. Zf H is symmetric, then there exists an orthogonal matrix G such 
that H=GD,G’, where Dd= D(d,,...,d,) and d,> .” > d, are the 
ordered characteristic roots of H. Zf H > 0, then d, > 0. 
By using each of these transformations, we show that the original problem 
reduces to the univariate problem 
y,ypg z - 51, (2.9) 
which is readily solved, since log z - z is concave and has the unique 
maximum of -1 at .z=l. 
2.2.1. Transfmtion to Rectangular Coordinates. After an application 
of the transformation of Fact 3 with * = TT’, T = (7, j), lower triangular, the 
maximization of g(\k; Z) becomes 
(2.10) 
where a= {T:T~~>O, --co<T~~<co, i>j; i,j=l,...,p}. Clearly, the 
maximum over 7ij, i > j, occurs at 7ij = 0, so that (2.10) reduces to a sum of 
terms like (2.9). 
2.2.2. Transformation by a Scaling Matrix. After an application of the 
transformation of Fact 4 with 
9 = DPD, p = (Pij), D=D(~~&PP)~ 
the maximization of g($; Z) becomes 
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We assert that loglP[ < 0, with equality if and only if P = I, so that (2.11) 
reduces to a sum of terms like (2.9). 
To prove the assertion, we can use Hadamard’s inequality 1 P I< nf’= lpii 
= 1, with equality for P = I. Alternatively, from Fact 3, let P = UU’, where 
U = (uij) is lower triangular with CL=luFa = 1, so that \P[ = nF=I~Fi < 1. 
2.2.3. Transformation to Characteristic Roots. After an application of 
the transformation of Fact 5 with 9 = rD, r’, D, = D( S I,. . . , S,), the maximi- 
zation of g( q; Z ) becomes 
which is of the form (2.9). 
Use of Fact 5 in this context was suggested by Anderson [3, 1st ed., 
Problem 4, Chapter 31 and used by Watson [58]; it is the essence of the 
method of Khatri [26] and Tamhane [52]. (C. M. Theobald has pointed out to 
us that there is an inconsequential error in Tamhane’s letter of treating AZ _ ’ 
as symmetric.) This transformation is used in the books by Giri [22] and 
Muirhead [32]. 
2.2.4. Simultaneous Reduction of Two Matrices. Another factorization 
that is frequently useful in reducing some models to a canonical form is the 
simultaneous diagonalization of two positive definite matrices. 
FACT 6. Zf V and Z are p X p positive definite matrices, then there 
exists a nonsingular matrix L such that 
v = LL’, Z = LD,L’, (2.12) 
where DA=D(X1,...,Ap) and A,>, .‘. >, A, > 0 are the ordered roots of 
IZ - XVI = 0. 
An application of the transformation (2.12) to (2.2) yields 
whichismaximizedfor”Xi=l, i=l,..., p. Consequently, D-, = I and 2 = V. 
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2.3. A Proof Based on an Znequality 
A result of von Neumann [36] implies that 
tr\kV> iVivp_i+l, (2.13) 
where q, > .- . > ql, and vi > * . . > vp are the ordered characteristic roots of 
\k and V, respectively. Equality in (2.13) is achieved if and only if the 
characteristic vector of \k corresponding to 17, is equal to the characteristic 
vectorof Vcorrespondingto vPPi+i, i=l,...,p. 
Applying (2.13) to (2.3) yields 
with equality when the characteristic vectors of \k are identical to those of V. 
Then (logni-~ivP_i+l) is maximized at r~~=l/v~~~+~, i=l,...,p, and 
g( 9; V) is maximized at 4 = V - ‘. 
This method is used by Theobald [54]. 
2.4. An Znductive Proof 
If p = 1, then g(\k; I) = log \k - 9, which is maximized at 9 = 1. For 
general p partition \k as 
*11 ‘km 
\k= ~ ( ! 21 \k,‘2 ’ ~,,:b-l)x(P-O 
We wish to show that if g(\k,,; I,- r) given by (2.8) is maximized at 
*,,=Z,_,, then g(\k; ZP) is maximized at \k = I,. 
A consequence of * > 0 is that ‘II,, > 0 and ‘r/,, i > 0, and we may write 
Consequently, the maximization of g( \k; ZP) becomes 
(2.14) 
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For fixed \k,, and q,,, the maximum with respect to *ai is achieved at 
\Ilzi = 0, so that (2.14) reduces to 
The second maximization follows from (2.9) and occurs at 9,s = 1; by the 
inductive hypothesis the first maximum occurs at *ii = I, 1. 
3. ESTIMATING THE COVARIANCES FOR A MODEL WITH 
MISSING OR ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 
We show below that several statistical models lead to the canonical form 
f(Z)~-Nlog~Z~-NtrZ-‘V-~log(Z1lI-MtrZ~’W, (3.1) 
where Z =(Zij), i, j = 1,2, Z,, : k x k, Z22:(p - k)X(p - k), V: p x p is 
positive definite, W: k x k is positive semidefinite, and M and N are 
nonnegative constants. The function f(Z) is to be maximized over the region 
{Z:z:>O}. 
If we let \k = Z: - i be partitioned conformably with Z, and note that 
Z,‘=\k ii.s, then (3.1) can be written as 
g(q)= NlogJ\kJ- Ntr\kV+ Mlog(\k,,.2(- Mtrqr,.,W, (3.2) 
which is to be maximized over the region { \E : \k > O}, or equivalently, over 
the region {\II,,.,,~k,,,\k,2:\kll.z>0, ‘II,,>O}. 
We now show how the canonical forms (3.1) and (3.2) arise. 
Supposethat(r,y)=(x,,...,x,,y,,...,y,)hasa(k+Z)-dimensionalmul- 
tivariate normal distribution where the mean vector of x is known, say 
Ex = 0, but the mean Ey = ~1 of y is unknown. The covariance matrix Z of 
(x, y) is partitioned as Z = (-X3), i, j = 1,2, with Z,,: k X k and Z,: Z X 1. 
For a sample of size N, let (1c, y) denote the mean vector. (For simplicity let 
\k = C ~ r be partitioned conformably.) The loglikelihood function that in- 
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volves the means is proportional to 
For fixed Z or q, the minimizing p is 
so that the minimum of (3.3) is 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
If we now include the covariances, we obtain a loglikelihood function of a 
form similar to (3.2) in which V is defined by (2.1), MW = TV?‘?, and the 
term M logJZ,,J does not appear. This model has been considered by a 
number of authors, e.g., Rao [42], Olkin and Shrikhande [40], and Gleser and 
Olkin [23]. 
In another context, suppose that a random sample of size N is observed 
from a pvariate normal distribution with covariance matrix 8, and an 
additional sample of size M is observed on the first k (out of p) variates. 
Alternatively, this model can be viewed as a sample of size N+ M from a 
pvariate normal distribution, where the last p - k (out of p) variates are 
missing from the last M observations. Let (5, lj) denote the sample mean 
vector based on a sample of size N, where X refers to the mean vector of the 
first k variates. The sample mean vector on the first k variates from the 
additional sample of size M is denoted by 5. 
The loglikelihood function that involves the means is proportional to 
N(x-IL,~-V)~--1(~--,y-v)'+M(z-~)~111(2--)', (3.6) 
which is to be minimized with respect to I_L and Y. Minimization of the first 
term of (3.6) with respect to v is obtained directly from (3.3), which leads to 
the minimization problem 
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This problem is straightforward and yields the minimum (X - Z)Zr;’ 
(X - @‘NM/(N + M). 
If we now include the covariances, we obtain a loglikelihood function of 
the form (3.1), where V is defined by (2.1), and W = Cy( z, - Z)‘( z, - Z)/M 
+ (2 - Z)‘( X - Z)N/(N + M). This problem was considered by Anderson [2], 
and also by Olkin and Sylvan [41] and by Gigukre and Styan [21]. 
3.1. Differentiation 
For simplicity of notation, write A = ( ai j) E Z,, and let A ij denote the 
cofactor of a i j, i, j < k. Using the differential forms in Section 2.1, we obtain 
(Z-Bij) -N~d~~j+\.o:-lEij~~lV)doij 
i 
A.. 
- Ml&ll 
>daijEij + sijMdaij(trZ,‘E,jZGIW) 
(3.7) 
where &ii = 1 if i, j < k, &ii = 0, otherwise. Equation (3.7) can be written as 
the matrix equation 
(3.8) 
Pm- and postmultiplication by Z in (3.8) yields 
which simplifies to the set of equations 
- Nxr, + NV,, - MZ,, + MW = 0, 
- NZ,, f NV,, - MZ,, + MWZ,‘Z,, = 0, 
- NZ, + NV,, - M&2;1212 + MZ2,Z,‘WZl,‘Zl, = 0. (3.9) 
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The equations (3.9) can be solved in sequence to yield 
The introductory comments of Section 2.1 apply here also, so that the solution 
5 in (3.10) is a unique maximum. 
3.2. Transfmtiom 
Since 
and 
logPI = logl~,I.A+logl~z?l 
we can rewrite (3.2) as 
g(\Tr)=Nlogl\k,l+(N+M)log(k,,.,l-Ntr\kr,V,, 
- N tr \k,,V,r - N tr \k,,V,, - N tr ‘E,,V,, - M tr \II,, zW. 
(3.11) 
Let 
r = *&?\k,,, G = V,,V,, ‘; 
then (3.11) can be rewritten as 
Nlogl+zl-Ntr?T/,V,.,-Ntr\kZz(I’+G)V,,(l?+G)’ 
+(N+ M)loglQ,,.,I-tr~kl,.2(NV~I + MW), (3.12) 
where the maximum is over {q: ?Ir > 0}, or equivalently, { \k,,.s, \I/22, 
r: \k,r., > 0, \kzz > O}. 
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We now make use of the fact that if Qi > 0, Qz > 0, then 
tr QrCQaC’ = tr Q:/“CQaC’Q:/” > 0, (3.13) 
with equality if ed only if C = 0. It follows that tr ‘I;( I + G)V,,( I + G)’ >, 0 
with equality at I = - G = - V,,V,, ‘. The maximum of (3.12) with respect to 
I then leads to the sum of two terms like (2.3). The maximum over q2% > 0 
occurs at +as = V22.:, and the maximum over q,,. 2 > 0 occurs at \IIi,., 
= (N+ M)(NV,, + MW)_‘. 
4. ESTIMATING THE MEANS WHEN THERE IS A RANK 
CONSTRAINT 
In canonical form, let X and Y be p X N and p X M data matrices whose 
columns are independently distributed according to p-variate normal distribu- 
tions with the same covariance matrix Z and EX = 0, EY = a’, where @ is of 
rank T < p ( < M). This model is considered by Anderson [ 11. 
To obtain the maximum-likelihood estimators of C and @‘, we start with 
the likelihood function 
cl~I-i(N+M)e~p( - ;trZ-‘[XX’+(Y-O)(Y-@)I]), (4.1) 
where c is a normalizing constant. From Section 2, the maximum of (4.1) 
with respect to Z (for fixed a) occurs at 
e= XX’+(Y-@)(Y-a)’ 
N+M ’ 
so that we need to determine 
M?jXX’+(Y-Q)(Y-@)‘I 
(4.2) 
If we let 
P= (xx')p2Y, &=(xx’y2@, 
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then, except for the term IXX’I, (4.2) simplifies to 
MpII,+(?-&)(%&)‘I (4.3) 
over the region 6 : p x M of rank r. 
We wish to make use of a transformation for rectangular matrices that is 
equivalent to that of Fact 3. 
FACT 3’. lf L is a p X M matrix of rank r, then there exists a p x r 
matrix T and an M X M orthogonal matrix A = (AI, AZ) such that 
L=T(I, O)A’=TA’l, 
where A,: M x r. 
We apply this representation to 
so that the determinant in (4.3) can be written as 
(4.4) 
Since I, + VA&,$ ’ > 0, the minimum of (4.4) over T is achieved at 
? = ?A,. This leads, with the use of the fact II, + ABI = II, + BAI for 
A:mXn, B:nXm,to 
(4.5) 
To obtain (4.5) we require the following. 
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FACT 7. If A is an m X m positive semidefinite matrix with ordered 
characteristic roots a1 > . . . > a,,,, and +Y is the set of k x m (k < m) 
matrices U satisfying UU’ = I,, then 
Min ]UAU’] = ficx,,,,, 
tJ E % 1 
(See, e.g., [ll, Theorem 10, p. 1321.) 
An application of Fact 7 to (4.5) yields a minimum of rI% ,Xi, where 
Xi> ... >, X M > 1 are the ordered characteristics root of Z,V + Y ‘Y = I, + 
Y ‘(XX’)- ‘Y, or equivalently, the roots of ]XX’+ YY’ - XXX’] = 0. This 
minimum is achieved by A a = (c,!+ i, . . . , CL), where ci is the vector satisfying 
[Z,+Y’(XX’)-‘Y]c(=Xici and cici=l, i=r+l,...,M. 
Recall from Fact 3’ and the minimization of (4.4) that @ = TA’i and that 
? = ?A,. The matrix A1 still needs to be determined. However, since L * 
A = (Ai, Aa) is orthogonal, and A, satisfying b2A, = I is determined, any 
matrix A, satisfying &‘iA, = I,, A’iA, = 0 yields a solution. 
In summary, the maximized likelihood is 
i i 
(N+M)/B 
epP(N+M)P 
C M 
IXX’I I-I xi 
r+l 
(4.6) 
The problem of this section is considered by Healy [25]. His procedure is 
to first make a series of transformations motivated by the rank condition on @. 
The effect is to transform the model to a canonical form, upon which he 
performs the maximizations. However, by first maximizing with respect to the 
covariances (as in the above derivation), the required transformations (and 
proof) become considerably simpler. The model (4.1), without the rank 
restrictions, is discussed by Calvert and Seber [15]. 
5. ESTIMATING THE MEANS IN A REGRESSION CONTEXT 
In this model the random p x M matrix Y has a mean BZ, where the 
known matrix 2 : k X M is of rank k, and B : p x k is a matrix of parameters. 
The columns of Y are independent with common covariance matrix Z. The 
loglikelihood function is proportional to the negative of 
M log]Z]+trZ-‘(Y - Z?Z)(Y - SZ)‘, (5.1) 
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which is to be minimized with respect to B. Write 
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Y-BZ= [Y-YZ’(ZZ’)-‘Z]+[YZ’(ZZ’)-‘Z-BZ] =(Ar+A,), 
and note that A,A’s = 0. Consequently, 
trF’(Y-BZ)(Y-BZ)‘=trZPIA,A’i+trZ-’A,A;. (5.2) 
The first term 
trZ_‘A,A’r=trZ-‘Y[Z-Z(ZZ’))iZ]Y’ 
is independent of B. The second term becomes 
trz-‘A,A’s=trZ-‘[YZ’(ZZ’))‘-B]ZZ’[YZ’(ZZ’))’-B]’ 
(5.3) 
which, using (3.13), is minimized at 
6. ESTIMATING MEANS UNDER LINEAR CONSTRAINTS 
Suppose Y is a p x M (p < M) random matrix with mean 
EY = Z,BZ,, (6.1) 
whereBisanunknownqXmmatrixZ,:pxqisofrankq,Z2:mxMis 
of rank m, and Z, and Z, are known. The columns of Y are independent 
with common covariance matrix Z. 
The problem is to find the maximum-likelihood estimate of B subject to 
the constraint 
Z,BZ, = B,,, known, (6.2) 
where Zs: v X q is of rank v, Z,: m X u is of rank u, and Z, and Z, are 
known. 
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Variants of this model have a long history. It was considered in its present 
general form by Gleser and Olkin [23]. 
We show how, by a series of transformations, this model can be reduced 
to a simple canonical form. 
The main transformation is that of Fact 3’ as applied to different matrices. 
First let 
z;=T;(z, qr;, z,= T,( I”, q-2, (6.3) 
where Ii : p X p and l’s: m X m are orthogonal and T, and T, are nonsingu- 
lar. Then (6.1) becomes 
EY=I-, T,BT,(L, O)r,. (6.4) 
Write 
B* = T,BT,, Y * = r;yr;. 
Since T, and T, are known and nonsingular, minimization with respect to B * 
is equivalent to minimization with respect to B. Then (6.4) becomes 
EY*=E(Y:,Y,*)= [~jB*(l.,,O)= (o”* ;I> (6.5) 
where Yi* : pxm andY,*:pX(M-m). 
Now consider the constraint equation (6.2) and let 
Z,T,-‘= T,( 1, O)&, 
where I, : q x q and I4 : M X M are orthogonal, and T3 and T4 are nonsingu- 
lar. Then (6.2) becomes 
T4 = B,. 
Since T3 and T4 are known, the constraint equation is equivalent to 
(6.6) 
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A final simplification is achieved by letting 
These transformations now yield the following model: ?i is a random 
p x m matrix; Fz is a random p x (M - m) matrix with means 
E& = 0. 
The matrices yi and 2s are independently distributed; the columns of y have 
a common covariance matrix q = I,ZI;. The constraint (6.6) now becomes 
e,, = ep,, which can be taken to be 0 without loss of generality. 
The likelihood function when 8,, is arbitrary can be obtained from 
Section 5, say. The likelihood function when 8,, = 0 reduces to the model of 
Section 3. 
7. ESTIMATING VARIANCES WHEN CORRELATIONS ARE FIXED 
The starting point in this model is f(Z; V) of Section 2. The problem is to 
estimate the variances utr, . . . , upp when the correlations pij are fixed. Using 
the transformation of Fact 4, let 
Z = D,PD,,, (7.1) 
where D, = D(a,, . . . , a,,), CT; = uii, i = 1,. . . , p, and P = ( pii) is a correlation 
matrix. Similarly, let 
V= D,RD,, (7.2) 
where Do = D( vl,. . . , v,), t$ = vii, i = 1,. . . , p, and R = (1; j) is the sample 
correlation matrix. Then the likelihood (2.2) (except for constants) is 
f(Z;V) = -log~D,~2-log~P~-trD,-‘P,.‘D,-‘D,RD,. (7.3) 
Let 
+ri=ui/ui, )...) p, i=l D, = D,D,-‘. 
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Then (7.3) becomes 
f(C;V)=2Clogr,-trD,P-‘D,R+(-log(P]-2log]D,]). (7.4) 
The last term is independent of r and can be ignored in the maximization. 
The second tcbrm is 
trD,P -‘D7R = c’~,$jr~jr~~ = (ri ,..., r,)A( I-~ ,..., rP)‘, 
where A = (aij), aij = pijrij, P - ’ = (pi’). Since P and R are positive defi- 
nite, the matrix A is positive definite (see e.g. [ll, p. 951). Consequently, the 
maximum-likelihood estimator of r is obtained by maximizing 
over the region ri > 0, i = 1,. . . , p. Setting the derivatives with respect to 
ri, . . . , T,, equal to zero yields the matrix equation [49] 
,...,- = (r ,,.+,>A. (7.5) 
This equation has an interesting history in another context. If e = (1,. . . , l), 
then (7.5) can be written as 
eD-‘= eD,A, T (7.6) 
from which we obtain 
e = e( D,AD,). (7.7) 
Equation (7.7) has the following interpretation: Given a positive definite 
matrix A, find a scaling matrix D, of positive elements such that D,AD, is 
doubly stochastic. This problem originally arose for the case when A has 
nonnegative elements. Many variants and extensions have been noted. The 
problem has a long history and has received considerable attention in the 
numerical-analysis literature. For a review of results see [30]. Of importance 
in (7.5) is the fact that if A is positive definite, then there exists a positive 
diagonal matrix D, satisfying (7.7). Numerically this can be obtained as a 
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solution of the extremal problem 
Max xAr’. 
rlx,=l 
It can also be obtained iteratively by alternately normalizing rows and 
columns: A, = D,,A,_ 1Dk2, A, = A, k = 1,2,. . . . 
Estimation of the variances when the correlations are fixed, and when the 
correlation matrix has a linear structure, was studied by Styan [48]. 
8. A PROBLEM ON IDEMPOTENCY 
Consider the regression model y = /3X 
X: p x n is a known matrix of rank p, 
t E, where p: 1 X p is unknown, 
and E has an n-variate normal 
distribution with mean vector zero and covariance matrix u2Z,,. Theil and 
Schweitzer [53] obtain a quadratic estimate yAy’ of a2 that is nonnegative, 
has a distribution independent of p, and minimizes E(yAy’ - CY~)~. This 
problem is equivalent to the extremal problem 
over the region d={A:A>O, AX’=O, A:nXn, X:pXn of rank p}. 
Theil and Schweitzer [53] resolve the minimization by using Lagrangian 
multipliers for the constraint equation AX = 0. Calvert and Seber [15] embed 
the problem in a more general extremal setting, which they solve. Neudecker 
[35] offers another solution. We show how to reduce the problem by a series 
of transformations that has the effect of removing the constraint, after which 
the solution is readily obtained. 
Using Fact 3’, let X = T( I,, O)K, where T : p X p is nonsingular and K is 
an n x n o_tihogonal matrix. Write A = KAK’ partitioned as A = (iii), 
i, j = 1,2, A,,: p X p, A,:(n - p)X(n - p). The condition AX’= 0 be- 
comes 
(8.2) 
so that 
trA2 = trA2=, trA = trA,. 
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Then (8.1) reduces to 
Mi>no[2tr~\z+(l- tri,,)2), 
22, 
which, from Fact 5, is equivalent to 
(8.3) 
(8.4) 
where el,. . . , 8, ~ p are the characteristic roots of A,,. The minimum of (8.4) 
is2/(n-p+2)andisachievedby8,= ... =d,_,=l/(n-p+2). 
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